TRANSFORM YOUR
INTO A STRATEGIC ASSET
In just about every industry, IT leaders are being asked to increase service levels, reduce
costs, improve security, and find intelligent ways to incorporate the cloud into their
business. At Kinney Group, we are helping organizations achieve objectives like these
while also driving incredible ROI along the way.

THE CORE ELEMENTS AND TECHNOLOGIES
Our reference architecture enables our customers to transform their IT infrastructure into a strategic asset.
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Infrastructure that’s a strategic asset
Our reference architecture is largely hardware agnostic and leverages
software-defined technology to reduce costs and drive efficiencies
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Insights through analytics
Real-time machine data correlation and analytics unlock
unparalleled visibility into IT operations and overall security

Security in all things
Rather than being an afterthought, security is built into every single
component of our reference architecture

Intelligent automation and orchestration
Built-in automation reduces security risk, complexity, and unleashes
new levels of IT optimization and scale across an organization

cloud experience.

It’s secure by design

It’s operational by design

It’s integrated by design

Baked in security and
compliance reduce the time and
costs associated with securing
complex environments

Built-in DevOps methodology and
dashboarding provides a single
source of truth, adding value to both
people and processes

Each component of our reference
architecture passes a rigorous
process and is proven to work in
synergy with the others.

THE VALUE OF OUR CONVERGED INFRASTRUCTURE
REFERENCE ARCHITECTURE
As either a private, public, or hybrid cloud experience, our reference architecture can create an automated IT
infrastructure that’s secured to federal standards for mission critical workloads.

Create a secure
private or hybrid cloud
Securely leverage public
cloud resources while
maintaining the ability to
keep mission critical
workloads on premises

Create an
“Amazon-like”
experience
Provide infrastructureas-a-service to IT
customers with cloud
provider-like simplicity
and agility

Automate
configuration to
reduce complexity
Deploy IT assets
consistently by creating
the “good version” once
and deploying it at scale
with no drift

Lower mean
time to resolution
Identify root causes
faster and get a clear
path to remediation with
real-time insights and
actionable notifications

THE VALUE OF A PARTNER LIKE KINNEY GROUP
Our talented engineers can help you take better advantage of your existing investments and plumb our
reference architecture to meet your unique business or mission requirements.

We never lose sight of the
human element in technology

We invest heavily in our
partnerships and expertise

We have deep government, education,
and commercial experience

TAKE THE

Learn how we can help you reduce costs, security risk, and transform your
IT infrastructure into a strategic asset.
WWW.KINNEYGROUP.COM/CLOUD

(317) 991-9070

